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The May Edition of Kennedy Tank Talk

Team,Team,

Thank you for reading the May edition of Kennedy Tank Talk. Read below for updatesThank you for reading the May edition of Kennedy Tank Talk. Read below for updates
from the Kennedy Tank Team.from the Kennedy Tank Team.

The Month of May in Indy

May is Indianapolis's best month due to the greatest spectacle in racing. The Indy 500May is Indianapolis's best month due to the greatest spectacle in racing. The Indy 500
will take place on May 26th, and nearly 400,000 people will gather for the greatestwill take place on May 26th, and nearly 400,000 people will gather for the greatest
spectacle in racing.spectacle in racing.

The Kennedy Tank Special competed in the 1948 and 1949 Indianapolis 500,The Kennedy Tank Special competed in the 1948 and 1949 Indianapolis 500,  and Pat and Pat
Kennedy used to drive it at speeds in excess of 120 miles per hour around the trackKennedy used to drive it at speeds in excess of 120 miles per hour around the track
every May.every May.
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Thank you to all of our Kennedy TankThank you to all of our Kennedy Tank
teammates who volunteered for trash pickteammates who volunteered for trash pick
up a few Fridays ago which brought someup a few Fridays ago which brought some
friendly competition between teammatesfriendly competition between teammates
over our 20 acresover our 20 acres..

Our field division continues to makeOur field division continues to make
progress on a multi-field erected tankprogress on a multi-field erected tank
project located in the Midwest. project located in the Midwest. We haveWe have
nearly two tanks complete and havenearly two tanks complete and have
several more to erect.several more to erect.

New 10,000 Square Foot Manufacturing Building

We are weeks away from fabricating in our new manufacturing building which
will allow us increased capacity for large diameter shop built vessels and tanks
as well as columns and large alloy shell and tube exchangers.



Monthly Safety Trainin

Melanie KomasinskiMelanie Komasinski effectively led our monthly
manufacturing safety meeting this week where she
focused on the team inspecting their personal
harnesses and discussed several other topics, including
recording near misses, fall protection, and PPE.

Steel Tank Institute Pressure Vessel of the Year!

We could not be more proud of the entire Kennedy Tank Team, who won the 2023 STI Pressure
Vessel of the Year award at the annual STI/SPFA conference!

We fabricated (3) 22,500-gallon vertical air receivers that Kennedy Tank built to store compressed air
for the Las Vegas Sphere.

Bill KennedyBill Kennedy, Melanie Komasinski,Melanie Komasinski, and Dan YoderDan Yoder accepted this award on the team's behalf at the
Arizona STI/SPFA annual conference.

Please reach out to any of your Kennedy Tank representatives if we can be of
assistance on pressure vessels, tanks, heat exchangers, field-erected tanks, plant
maintenance, and much more.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/stispfa/


Sincerely,
The Kennedy Tank Team
Sales@kennedytank.com
317-787-1311
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